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It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. Get advice from legal, financial,
taxation, or other competent law practitioners if you have any doubts. All of the information
provided here is not intended to be complete, and it should never be construed as a part of
different contractual arrangements. Our firm conviction is that the information provided in this
white paper is accurate and up to date and that all products, services, technical architecture,
token distribution, and company timelines are authentic and up to date. Furthermore, all of these
materials may have changed without notice, and they can never be considered a signatory
agreement of advice.

NO ADVICE:
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable
commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any
opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions
to purchase our token, nor shall it be interpreted as a part of any effect that can be used in the
formation of a contract or an investment decision.

COMPLIANCE WITH TAX OBLIGATIONS:
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if any, apply to
their transactions. The website's owners or authors are not responsible for choosing which taxes
apply to transactions.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
BNBBACK TOKEN shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this
website's material, including written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations,
charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses of
trading assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise).

INVESTMENT RISKS
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high-risk level and is not suited for all investors. You should
carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to
trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.
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INTRODUCTION
BNBBACK Token is a decentralized BEP20 community-driven token,
to bring the unique thrust system code deploying on binance smart
chain for the first time to bring passive feature income hardcoded
into our contract to top until it reaches a threshold. This factor
implies that users or the project's team built on the Binance Smart
Chain network will be extremely safe and rewarding on the spot for
long-term holders. The best part is that the tax system is part of the
thrust system. It is a platform that values our astronaut's monetary
investments and time, as evidenced by its tagline, " More in Return".
By keeping our word, we hope to fulfill our promise to make your
investment-worthy.
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VISION
The best recognizable effect, we feel, is when members enter the
market and decide to remain. It will be overwhelming for novices to
the decentralized organic framework. We emphasize cultivating a
stage that will construct an emblematic astronauts' adventure
experience while additionally giving decentralized and passive
income features that will entice newcomers to stay, whether as
dealers or stage customers. We recognize that, by enabling this
environment, we must also support the current vertical model's
reasonableness. Our foundation intends to be risk free by providing a
secure or trustworthy environment. Our vision is to assist those in
need who have faced domestic violence or have been victims or
targets of it, as well as those who are mentally or physically
constrained or interrogated.
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BENEFITS
Our platform intends to provide the following benefits to our
investors:

·REDUCE TURBULENCE

·AVOID MARKET
MANIPULATION

·REWARD THE HOLDERS

·FULLY FLEXIBLE

·PROTECTING THE
HOLDERS FROM WHALE
MANIPULATION

·SAFE AND SECURE

·DRASTICALLY REDUCE
PRICE VOLATILITY
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OUR WORKING
PROTOCOLS
BINANCE SMART CHAIN:
Binance is one of the most well-known cryptocurrency blockchain in
the industry right now. Binance has created Binance Chain, a
blockchain network with a variety of features. Binance Chain was
designed specifically for use with the Binance DEX. Its goal was to
speed up transactions to binance. Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain
network that allows smart contract-based applications to be
executed.The following are some advantages of the Binance Smart
Chain:
Low transaction fees of as little as one cent
Cross-chain Defi techniques that improve Defi interoperability
High performance with a network capable of producing a block
every 3 seconds
Cross-chain Defi mechanisms that increase Defi interoperability
A supportive Binance ecosystem that funds and bootstraps many
Defi projects

HOW OUR ECOSYSTEM
WORKS?- OUR THRUST
SYSTEM FEATURES
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STATIC BNBBACK
REWARDS
Static rewards, also known as reflection, attempt to address issues with mining rewards. The
amount of trading volume at any given time is directly related to the number of rewards.
This system will provide holders or consumers with a more equitable, fair, and exciting
experience. We want to present a platform for participants to earn passive income. Along
with empowering crypto fanatics all around the world, they will earn 5% of every
transaction.
Exchange charges from trading orders are shipped off the BNB award with the most
noteworthy ROI. We need to introduce a mat free stage for clients so there will be no cases
required. BNB is sent consequently to holders like clockwork. To build your profit, you
essentially share with your loved ones regarding this coin. The more foothold it gets the
more BNB you acquire. Hold tight close to your $BNBBACK and watch your wallet develop.

TOKEN LOCK AND
LIQUIDITY LOCK:
Every trade contributes towards auto-generating liquidity that goes into multiple pools
used by exchanges. If liquidity is unlocked, the token developers can engage in the famed
“rug pull.” Like almost all other coins, a percentage of all buy & sell orders contributes
toward automatically generating further liquidity on PancakeSwap V2. Our Platform offers
our users a liquidity-locked system by locking 2% of the supply for one year. Liquidity is
locked by delivering liquidity pool (LP) tokens to a time-lock smart contract and
relinquishing ownership for a set length of time. Developers cannot recover funds from the
liquidity pool unless they own LP tokens. This gives investors assurance that the token
developers will not abscond with the liquidity funds. It is now standard practice for all token
creators, which distinguishes a fake currency from a legitimate one.

HOW OUR ECOSYSTEM
WORKS?- OUR THRUST
SYSTEM FEATURES
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MARKETING AND
BUYBACK
One of our mission is to bring reforms to the platform from time to time and not just leave
the platform development after launching it for public use. It is the reason that we are not
offering total supply to the buyer but also setting aside a certain % for developmental
purposes of the platform for updating it and also to expand our community on a greater
level for fulfilling the marketing strategies we have planned.
The BNBBACK token has a buyback feature in which 3% of BNBBACK tokens are buyback to
maintain the stability of our platform. This part of the tax % is for both marketing and
buyback features on our platform. The primary distinction between stock buybacks and
cryptocurrency buybacks is that the latter is executed and guaranteed automatically

PASSIVE INCOME SYSTEM
The very first PASSIVE INCOME calculation takes important elements of each plunge and
holds on to purchase up the edge point until the cutoff is reached. This element gives a
remarkable and imaginative state of procuring easy revenue This is the very first kind of
code at any point sent on Binance Smart Chain and its new component will undoubtedly
make this coin publicity previously unheard of.

HOW OUR ECOSYSTEM
WORKS?- OUR THRUST
SYSTEM FEATURES
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MAKING REVOLUTION
We are here to make an upheaval, to deal with what's significant, and to arrive at
new statures. We support the thought of making costs go up of $BNBBACK, the
assessment will consequently increment and abatement relying on its foothold. Yet,
have confidence, with the THRUST include assisting the market with evaluating to
arrive at levels unrivaled by some other. This guarantees the achievement of the coin
and forestalls cutting down the cost of the coin.

SLIPPAGE TOLERANCE?
Slippage tolerance is the amount of price slippage that you will accept for a trade.
When you set slippage tolerance, you specify how many tokens you will accept if the
price rises or falls. The BNBBACK token's slippage tolerance is set at 9-10%.
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HOW TO BUY:
Purchase BNBBACK
TOKEN on
PANCAKESWAP and
Set your slippage to 910%

LAUNCH DETAILS
TOTAL SUPPLY

TOKENS FOR DEV?TEAM

HARD CAP

1,000,000,000

0

500BNB

MIN./MAX. CONTRIBUTION 0.5BNB-2BNB

LIQUIDITY LOCKED

1 YEAR
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TOKENOMICS
10% TAX

2% Liquidity Pool

∙5% to BNB
Rewards

3% Marketing &
Buyback
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ROADMAP

PHASE 1
WEBSITE LAUNCH
$2000 TELEGRAM MEMBERS
$PINKSALE PRESALE & LIQUIDITY LOCKED
$DASHBOARD: EARNINGS TRACKING
$LAUNCH ON PANCAKE SWAP

PHASE 2
$COINGECKO LISTING
$25M MARKET CAP
$50M MARKET CAP
$100M MARKET CAP
$COINMARKETCAP LISTING

PHASE 3
10,000 HOLDERS
LISTING ON CEX
$500M MARKETCAP
OFFLINE ADVERTISING & PARTNERSHIPS
MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED

